HYCU's Purpose Built-in GCP Backup
compared to

Bolt-On, Cloud-Washed Backup
Bolt-On

Built-in

Business Benefits of HYCU's Built-In Native GCP Solution

Separate Log-in Credentials,

Integrated with GCP IAM, Google

GCP IAM, translates all permissioning structures to users automatically,

separate encryption, and

Managed-Key Encription, and GCP

Managed-Key encription and GCP logs satisfy even the most prudent auditors

compliance logs.

Logs.

and Chief Security Officers.

Native UI and Snapshot Functionality,

HYCU never charges professional fees, and our native snapshots used to

one-hour set up, no professoinal fees

backup means that HYCU backups have zero impact on production applications.

Lengthy scoping &
implementation project, often
with professional fees.
Requiring weeks or months of
your IT team

Giving back time to your IT Team

Needs agents and a Virtual

Agent Free, API Integration to

Appliance with a Max-Terabyte

leverage the power and scalability of

limit - increasing costs

GCP

Get weeks or months back for your IT project team to focus on your strategic
business initiatives.
HYCU delivers:
1) Cost savings by not building a 'Virtual Appliance';
2) Scalability and flexibility to spin up VMs and Apps one day, and to spin them
down from GCP the next - without limitations.
Business Benefits:

Want to back up over your Virtual
Appliance TB limit? You need to

Limitless TBs and Applications

buy another costly Virtual

backup built-in to GCP's scale

Appliance.

1) Leverage the power and scale of the GCP Platform to backup and recover as
much or as little TBs, VMs, and Applications as you want;
2) Cost Savings - no need to buy another costly Virtual Appliance if you go over
its limit.
HYCU offers cost savings, flexibility, and Simplification.

Up front software purchase of a
perpetual license or minimum 12month contract.

Integrated into GCP Billing as a Payas-you-Go Subscription service.

1) Cost Savings - no upfront costs, simply pay as you go for Backup & Recovery
service;
2) Flexibility - backup as much or as little as you want each month;
3) Simplification - HYCU is a line item on your GCP bill at the end of each month.

